Abstract-The design of neuro-stimulators must include a real istic model of electrode-tissue interface. Complex electrochemical phenomena associated to high levels of stimulation current give fractional and non linear behavior to this interface that simple linearized models fail to fit. This paper describes both a measure ment protocol based on biphasic current-controlled solicitations and a modeling procedure relying on an original approach of multi-model, taking into account the non-linear and fractional effects. This model fits correctly the measurement results with current levels varying from 50JLA to lrnA. Furthermore the whole characterization protocol can be safely transposed to in vivo measurements.
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I. ELECTRODE/TISSUE ELECTRICAL MODELING FOR NEURONAL TNTERFACE SYSTEMS
Neuro-electronic systems are based on electrical interaction with neuronal tissue through electrodes. Such an interface allows both recording and stimulating cells. A large variety of extra-cellular electrodes have been developed for in vivo or in vitro applications, with different properties in terms of material and sizing. If large-scale Multi-Electrode-Arrays and macro electrodes used in Functional Electrical Stimulation or Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) are indeed very different, the charge transport phenomena at the electrode-electrolyte interface is similar.
The electrical modeling of this interface has been widely addressed in the literature, leading to equivalent models well known by specialists in electro-chemistry, theoretical physics or biosensors [1] . The electrical behavior of this interface is complex and integrates fractal and non-linear effects [2] [4]. Some authors propose an implementation of the model, compatible with classical electrical simulators [3] , [4] . In these approaches, the electrical model is used as a support to extract qualitative information about the tissue or interface properties.
For the design of front-end circuits in neuro-electronic systems, it is important to account for the interface electrical model, because its impedance clearly affects the recorded biopotential and the effective injected current for the stim ulation case. When used by circuit designers, the electrical model of the tissue-electrode interface is often over-simplified and linearized, to be easily integrated in electrical simulators [5] , [6] . If this approach is relevant in the recording conditions which correspond to low level voltages across the interface (smaller than l'rn V), it is no longer acceptable for electrical stimulation where high levels of current are involved. Another important point is the electrical characterization method for the interface. A classical technique is the impedance spectroscopy which assumes the small signal AC behavior.
Our objective is to develop a characterization and modeling protocol of the electrode-tissue interface, in conditions of electrical stimulation and compatible with in vivo measure ments. To respect safety conditions and avoid irreversible degradation of the tissue, it is recommended to stimulate in current mode and to use biphasic current impulses. We strictly respect these conditions regarding the input signals used in the characterization protocol. The amplitude of the input waveform is progressively increased to characterize the non-linear behavior and the modeling protocol is also based on these in vivo-compatible signals. As a case study, we consider the experimental investigation of DBS effects on small rodents.
In this paper we describe the whole characterization and modeling procedure, taking into account the fractional and non-linear aspects of the model. We assess the procedure and present results on in vitro measurements, with a standard macro-electrode used for Sub-Thalamic Nucleus stimulation of small rodents.
II. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND RESULTS
Electrical stimulation of biological tissues is preferably done by a current source [7] , [8] , as it is a natural way to control the injected electrical charge. Balancing the total injected charge is important to avoid tissue damage [7] . In order to reach these specifications, we have developed a specific setup.
A. Impedance measurement with current amplitude control
The measurement bench uses of a programmable arbitrary waveform generator (Agilent 33250A) to control the stimulus applied to the electrode. This generator has a voltage output, nevertheless our goal is to stimulate the tissue in current mode. For this purpose we designed a conversion circuit shown in figure I (a). Vo ltage accross the electrode is sensed by a Instrumentation amplifier
iiii!�====::: preamplifier and recorded with an Agilent MS06034A 300 MHz Oscilloscope.
Assuming that the input impedance of the instrumentation amplifier is infinite, the Howland Voltage Controlled Current Source (VCCS) provides:
where G is the transconductance of the VCCS, and rout its output resistance. To allow accurate measurement, rout has to be huge compared to electrode impedance magnitude, therefore R2 = R3 in this design. For this application we choose R2 = R3 = 100H'! with 0.01% tolerance ensuring a minimal output impedance of several GO. Two values of G (hnS and O.lmS) have been used, corresponding respectively to Rl = 1kO or 10kO. Current amplitude applied to the electrode varies from 1j.LA to 2mA; Velec can be expected to cover the same range of variation. A low noise instrumentation amplifier (lNA2128), controlled with different values of Rg, was added to provide gain for small voltage amplitudes and high input impedance (over 1GO) in the recording loop.
Since the electrode impedance is defined as :
where 8 is the Laplace-domain variable, the measurement setup provide impedance evaluation with respect of :
where Av is the gain of the instrumentation amplifier, VChl and VCh2 are the recorded voltages on channels 1 and 2 (see Fig. lea) ). This setup was used on a concentric bipolar elec trode (NEXlOO, Phymep, France) used for DBS experimenta tion on rats. The electrode was placed in a Hank's Balanced Salt Solution (Thermo Scientific HyClone, SH305880l), which composition is similar to extra-cellular environment.
Signals injected through the electrode were charge balanced without DC, in order to prevent from electrochemical reactions [7] . Such signals with the same setup could be used in vivo as they ensure the integrity of living tissues surrounding the electrode.
B. Measurement methods and results
Typically, electrical neuronal stimulation induces physiolog ical response by applying charged balanced constant current biphasic pulses. A first negative (cathodic) pulse initiates membrane depolarization of targeted cells ; then a positive (anodic) pulse allows to obtain an overall zero net charge at the end of a stimulation period.
Measurements with similar waveforms are shown in figure  1 (b) . Stimulation has been applied with current in the range from 50j.LA to 1mA with a step of 50j.LA. The duration of pulses has been set to 60j.L8 as used for DBS. A delay of 940j.L8 between cathodic and anodic pulses was used to observe inter pulse voltage relaxation. Recording sampling frequency was set to 1. 25!vI H z and measurement noise was reduced using an averaging method.
Measured voltages presented in figure 1 (b) show in first approximation a integrator behavior during pulses. Neverthe less inter-pulse relaxation presents slow variations causing an asymetry in observed voltages. Such behavior cannot be explained by linear models based on serial and transfer re sistances and double layer capacitance [9] , but can be fitted using fractional order differential equations. Moreover, the voltage difference between two successive step responses tends to decrease when the stimulation current increase, resulting in a decreasing impedance as observed in [10] . Currently, no measurement based computable model including fractional equation and current non-Iinearities can be found.
III. EXTRACTION OF A NON LINEAR FRACTIONAL MODEL
Taking into account the interface characterization described in section II, we used a multi-model approach to obtain a global non-linear model. The multi-model approach has been of interest since the Johansen and Foss publication [11] . To describe the non-linear behavior of a system, it uses a set of local linear models (or affine) of the system operation in various areas. The output of a local model is weighted by an activation function close to one if the operating point is near the center of the area associated to the local model, and decreasing towards zero when it moves away.
The standard form of a multi-model is:
where cp ( t ) is an input-output observation vector at time t, Wk (cp ( t )) is the activation function of the local model Zk, M the number of local models. Depending on the operating point, the activation function defines the contribution of the local model in the global model. It provides a gradual transition of this local model to the others neighboring local models. However, the following conditions must be imposed:
• the activation function is positive and less than 1, 0:::; Wk (cp ( t )) :::; 1, \lk, \I t
• the activation fuctions sum is equal to 1 at any point:
In this application the decoupled form multi-model is used as shown in figure 2 . The function cp ( t ) is the current applied to the interface i ( t ). The activation functions Wk ( t ) can be defined by:
else (7) where h denotes the operating point and where Aj,k is a coefficient that permits to meet equation (6) . Other activation function shapes can be defined. Due to the diffusion phenom ena that takes place in the interface [12] , the local impedance models are defined using fractional transfer functions [13] : (8) where :
The transfer function Zk is deduced from the shape of step responses from figure l(b). Gain Kk, corner pulsation Wbk and fractional order /k are the result of an optimization problem that minimizes a quadratic criterion of time responses differences between model of equation (9) and measurements of figure 1 (b) . Examples of quantitative results are presented in table I. 
IV. MODEL VALIDATION
Step responses of local models given in table I where com puted. Resulting voltage curves and corresponding measured responses are shown in figure 3(a) . In order to simulate transfer functions similar to equation (9) , differentiator of order / can be approximated by an integer order transfer function, stemming from a recursive distribution of poles and zeros as shown in [13] . Obtained results fit measurement for both step response and relaxation periods.
In order to validate the fractional multi-model a second ex periment was conducted. A pseudo-random current sequence was injected through the electrode. This gaussian distributed sequence has a duration of 2m3, a sampling frequency of INJ Hz, a root mean square of 308.31LA and a maximal amplitude of !'rnA for the presented sequence. The measured voltage was then compared to simulation results using 3 different models :
• a fractional multi-model as described in section III ; 3 local models were used, which were extracted from 50ILA, 500ILA and !'rnA step responses to cover the global range of current variations,
• a single fractional model with the same form as equation (9), extracted from the 500/LA step response,
• a linearized model as shown in [6] extracted from the 500ILA step response.
A 30IL3 zoomed view of obtained signal is shown in figure  3(b) . Linearized model clearly presents a deviation from measured voltage. Both others fit with a smaller error the measured voltage. In order to quantify models precision, the Normalized Root-Mean Square Error (NRMSE) between simulated and measured voltages was computed. For the linearized model response, the NRMSE is as high as 4l.5%, for the single fractional model, this error is 4.9% and for the multi-model NRMSE is 4.6%. The multi-model shows a slightly better performance than the single model. However, the choice of the Gaussian distribution focuses on values around 0 to the detriment of high signal values, where the multi-model should be the most efficient. To complete this analysis, figure 3 (b) provides a zoom on high values of voltage; on this interval, the NRMSE is 3.7% and 5.0% for the multi-model and the single fractional model respectively.
More generally the use of a high number of local models decreases the simulation error. Nevertheless all models are computed in parallel, so that increasing the number of local models increases the overall computation time.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a protocol for electrical characterization of the electrode-tissue interface, compatible with in vivo mea surements. This technique is more suitable than the impedance spectroscopy to highlight the fractional and non linear nature of the interface. A classic model in the literature presents a ractional behavior as a constant phase element. Our original approach is based on a fractional multi-model, depending on the level of injected current and able to take into account the non-linear aspect. The identification method of local models from measured impulse responses is detailed. The multi-model is then evaluated with a random current stimulation; the results show an advantage of the multi-model on the simple fractional model. This work is encouraging and allows to go further on the study of the non-linearity taking into account the physico chemical phenomena. The implementation of this model is based on recursive one order elements which allows to con sider its use in a circuit simulator, using RC cells or a VHDL AMS description for CAD environment.
